Abstract

The adoption of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) in the integrated concept has already become a need for a company or organization who wants to gain competitive advantages. However, this adoption is not always smooth because of facing challenges. One of the biggest challenges in adopting ICT is the readiness of ICT users. The users’ unreadiness will create resistance toward ICT and further impact will fail ICT adoption itself. Moreover, it can create inharmony environment in the company or organization. The purpose of this research is also to evaluate the technology readiness of the users in the process of adopting ICT in economic field in Finance Directory UGM, estimated from the positive and negative belief of the users toward the technology with adopting method TRI. The result of this research shows that generally, the readiness of SI users in Finance Directory UGM is in medium level, even though the users tend to have no comfort feeling and high discomfort feeling toward technology users.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A. Background

The adoption of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) in the integrated concept has already become a need for a company or organization who wants to gain competitive advantages. The adoption of integrated ICT has to be done by a company or organization because of revolution in the way of doing business as a result of the remarkable ICT development, that cause fast growing changing in almost every business sectors [1]. The changing that has happened has fundamental characteristic because it is demanded by the needs fulfillment and has global characteristic. The fundamental changing had made the environment changing naturally.

ICT speed development always force people to balance their knowledge with ICT development. For most people, who can follow it, this is very positive. But, for some others, this is difficult [2], and this disturbs the convinience and causes the appearance of resistance inside the organization. Further impact of the resistency is the failure in adopting ICT itself and destroy the harmony in the organization.

ICT itself in the broad sense is not only cover hardware, but also software [3], and also brainware. The success of the implementation or new technology adoption mainly ICT in an organization is determined by internal and external factors [4]. The technical factors, such as hardware and software are not difficult problems to be solved because hardware and software if not suitable with perform can be subtituded easily by fixing or availability. However, brainware problem is a herendous complex problem. Each person has already had his/her own mental map. Therefore, it is likely that it will contradict.

Brainware in the capacity of user in most research has already mentioned as one of the success key in adopting ICT ([5], [6], [7], [8]). The importance of brainware readiness role in guarantee the success of adopting new technology become necessity to be research in adopting process of new technology, and even for ICT.

The purpose of this research is to evaluate the readiness of users in accepting and using ICT with adopting TRI method that has been developed by Parasuraman [9]. This method is choosed because (1) TRI is able to differentiate better between users and non users of technology. (2) TRI is able to grouping users based on positive and negative beliefs towards complex and futuristic technology and (3) TRI is able to identified groups of users that has
comfort and discomfort feelings significantly because TRI is formed by four variable personalities optimism, innovativeness, discomfort and insecurity.

B. Problem Limitation

Each organization has culture and characteristic that can be different in other organizations, including in adopting technology. This difference is because each organization has different business process even though they are in the same field. Appointing to this unique characteristic, this research is limited to:

1. The research is applied to organization in education field, Gadjah Mada University (UGM).
2. Evaluation of users' readiness in this research is based on personality variable that has been researched in the previous research. Model and testing model are also researched in the previous research ([2], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13]).

Points of questions/ statements that have been proposed in the form of questionairs are arranged based on the previous research that have been adjusted with the organization characteristics.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORECAL REVIEW

A. Literature Review

The high failure on the implementation of Information Systems (IS) according to Shafaei and Dabiri [14] is because the implementation of IS is a very complicated process not only to the renewal of many different aspects that need consideration in the same time, but also because of the impact of the new system toward the organization. Meanwhile, Ptak and Schragenheim [15] state that one of the reasons of the failure of IS implementation is because lack of organization preparedness in the business process maturity, cultural aspect, technology and organization that take longer time in the implementation process according to the plan and also cause implementation team losing their spirit.

Ptak and Schragenheim [15] opinion is in line with the research result of Sheu and Kim [4]. In the research involving 50 organization as research objects states that the low readiness level is the cause of SI project failure. Especially because the users readiness have dominant influence toward the successfulness of SI implementation. Sheu and Kim research show that users readiness have strong influence toward the success of SI project compare to the users involvement in SI project.

ICT adoption according to Totolo [16], it needs sufficient readiness level because many new things that have to be learnt and many changes/ adjustment that have to be done. Meanwhile, changes and adjustments more often loosen users’ comfort and more often ICT is not an easy thing to learn.

B. Theoretical Review

1) Adoption of Information and Communication Technology: ICT as a technology that can be used as a competitive weapon to get competitive advantages to win the competition is proven to be able to influence until corporate level in determining the business direction. However, will ICT always be the solution in business problems? The reality is based on the data that is presented by The Standish Group [17], that the success of ICT project is only 32%. In the enterprise level in Indonesia, the project that is considered to be successful is only 16,67% [18]. The rest is regarded as failed because it is exceeding the budget, the accomplishment is exceeding the target time and even complete failure. This failure happens because of resisnctency and the poor brainware readiness.

2) Integrated information systems: Integrated IS is the group of information systems that integrated each other in order to support institution activities in an enterprise [19]. The character of integrated SI is the high level of integration to accommodate data needs and also integrated information.

3) Technology Readiness (TR) and Technology Readiness Index (TRI): Parasuraman [9] defines TR as"people’s propensity to embrace and use new technology for accomplishing goal in home life and at work". Meanwhile, TRI is an index to measure the users’ readiness toward the new technology. TRI uses a set of trust/belief statements in conducting the survey to measure the level of individual readiness comprehensively and as a tool in technology adoption
study. TRI is used to measure the users’ readiness in using the new technology by four personality variable indicators. They are (1) optimism, positive attitude toward technology and belief that technology will increase control, flexibility and efficiency in life (2) innovativeness, tendency attitudes for the first one to use the product or new technology service (3) discomfort, tend to have difficult attitude to control and tend to be unconfident, having suspicion toward the safety of technology and private security reasons.

C. Research Questions

Questions that is being foundation to do the research:

- Does optimism influence TR?
- Does innovation influence TR?
- Does discomfort influence TR?
- Does insecurity influence TR?
- What is the main factor to determine TR?
- Is it possible to group people based on TR level?
- How is to recommend an organization based on TR level in adopting ICT?

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

A. Research Materials

The data that is used in this research is primary data in the form of subject and secondary data. According to Sanusi [20], primary data is the data that is first recorded and collected by the researcher. Secondary data is data that is available and collected by another party. Subject data is data that is obtained from the result of questionair from the respondents. According to Indriantoro and Supomo in Dewi [21], self report data is the type of research data in the form of attitudes, opinions, experiences or the characteristics of individual or a group that become the research subject/ respondent.

B. Research Tools

- This research uses computer equipment with software Microsoft Windows and Microsoft Office.
- Questionaire with Likert scale of 5 levels.
- Data analysis software: IBM SPSS AMOS 20 and smartPLS 2.0 ME.

C. Research Model

TRI Model (Fig. 1) has 4 exogen/independent variable that can influence significantly toward users readiness or influence significantly toward endogen/ engaged variable TR. Two of the four free variable is positive perception toward technology that can raise users TR, they are optimism and innovation variable. The other two free variable are negative perceptions toward technology that can press or lower TR users. Two variable of negative perceptions are discomfort and insecure variable.

![Figure 1. Research Model](image)
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

155 questionnaires is distributed to 12 unit working users of budget in UGM. 113 questionnaires from 155 is received or 72.90% by the researcher. 17 questionnaires or 15.04% are not completed, however the data is still usable because the missing data is only on variable that is used for grouping by the researcher. On the other hand, data in the questionnaires itself is being completed by the respondents.

A. Respondents Demographic

B. Analysis

Data analysis process shows that the available data cannot be analysed with the AMOS supporting device because is not fulfil normality assumption data. Therefore, the analysis is conducted with smartPLS supporting device because PLS approach does not require data normality.

In the outer model evaluation is found 2 indicators that has loading value under cut off price. Therefore, it is not fulfil convergent validity. So, those 2 indicators are deleted from the diagram flow chart. The result as shown in Fig. 6.
The result in the discriminant validity test is model has high discriminant validity level. Root value AVE of each variable is bigger than the correlation between construct (Table I).

### Table I. Construct Correlation and Root AVE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Discomfort</th>
<th>Innovativeness</th>
<th>Insecurity</th>
<th>Optimism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Discomfort</td>
<td>0.843*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovativeness</td>
<td>0.2077</td>
<td>0.828*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insecurity</td>
<td>-0.1807</td>
<td>0.3203</td>
<td>0.848*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimism</td>
<td>0.0025</td>
<td>0.3417</td>
<td>0.3345</td>
<td>1.000*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table II. Quality Criteria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AVE</th>
<th>Composite Reliability</th>
<th>R Square</th>
<th>Cronbachs Alpha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Discomfort</td>
<td>0.7099</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.83035</td>
<td>0.59140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovative-ness</td>
<td>0.6862</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.86730</td>
<td>0.76938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insecurity</td>
<td>0.7190</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.83572</td>
<td>0.62370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimism</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.00000</td>
<td>1.00000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology Readiness</td>
<td>1.00000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Composite reliability test is shown in Table II. The result is satisfying because the whole composite reability value that measures construct is bigger than 0.60. Therefore, it can be concluded that each construct has high reability.

R-square model test research shows that the value of R-square variable technology readiness is the same with 1 (Table II). This indicates that exogen variable in the research model affects perfectly or explain 100% toward endogen variable that is technology readiness variable. The result of the test is the same with the result in Table II.
TABLE III. T TEST RESULT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>T Statistic</th>
<th>T Table (p = 0.002)</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Discomfort -&gt; Technology Readiness</td>
<td>5.703453</td>
<td>3.55181</td>
<td>Influence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovative-ness -&gt; Technology Readiness</td>
<td>3.589042</td>
<td>3.55181</td>
<td>Influence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insecurity -&gt; Technology Readiness</td>
<td>3.703694</td>
<td>3.55181</td>
<td>Influence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimism -&gt; Technology Readiness</td>
<td>1.651745</td>
<td>3.55181</td>
<td>Does not influence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1) **Optimism**: Respondent perception toward optimism variable is optimism does not influence significantly toward users readiness Financial IS of Ditkeu UGM. It means the height or the low of users optimism level does not influence users readiness. Research data shows that generally, respondent perception toward optimism variable in quite high in Likert scale.

2) **Innovation**: Respondent perception toward innovation variable in the significant level is 0.002 (2%). It states that innovation has positive influence significantly toward users readiness of Financial IS of Ditkeu UGM. It means, the higher innovation level, the higher readiness level of users readiness Financial IS of Ditkeu UGM.

3) **Discomfort**: Users perception toward discomfort factor is very dominant in the users Financial IS of Ditkeu UGM society. Analysis test shows that users perception toward discomfort factor has positive influence significantly toward users readiness Financial IS of Ditkeu UGM. It means the higher discomfort level, the higher users readiness of Financial IS of Ditkeu UGM.

4) **Insecurity**: Users perception toward insecurity factor has positive influence significantly toward the readiness of users Financial IS of Ditkeu UGM in the significant scale 2%. It means, the higher the level of insecurity, the higher the level of readiness of users Financial IS of Ditkeu UGM.

5) **Technology readiness**: Condition of users’ readiness toward technology in SI Financial Ditkeu UGM has sufficient readiness generally. Event though, they tend to have discomfort and insecure feeling in the high level and tend to be resistant toward changes. In some working units, the level of users’ readiness toward technology is higher compare to other working units.

4. CONCLUSIONS, SUGGESTIONS AND RECOMMENDATION

A. Conclusions

- Users’ perception toward optimism factor does not influence significantly toward TR in the users of Financial IS of Ditkeu UGM society.
- Users’ perception toward innovation factor has positive influence toward TR in the users of Financial IS of Ditkeu UGM Society.
- Users’ perception toward discomfort factor has positive influence significantly toward TR in the users of Financial IS of Ditkeu UGM society.
- Users’ perception toward insecure factor has positive influence significantly toward TR in the users of Financial IS of Ditkeu UGM society.
- Research result shows that the score of discomfort factor is in the highest rank. It means that discomfort factor is the main determiner of TR in the users of Financial IS of Ditkeu UGM society.
- Based on the TR score, users of Financial IS of Ditkeu UGM are individuals with high optimism. However, they have high discomfort and insecure feelings. Therefore, it can be concluded that the users of Financial IS of Ditkeu UGM society are in the paranoid category. It means that they believe toward category and have high optimism level, but they do not have tendency to innovate. Moreover, those who have high discomfort and insecure feelings are in above average age with the lower income and education and mostly are female employees ([9], [13]).

B. Suggestions

- It is better to use more indicators usage as variable measure device than the one that is used in this research for each variable. Therefore, the result of variable measurement is more precise and stronger.
• It is better that Pilot Study is not only conducted by reading test, but also by filling questionnaire test to the real respondents and also by analysing data from the result of the trial.

• The choice of research object regarded with the amount of population and research sample needs to be considered. Population with big amount is highly recommended to anticipate the abnormal data distribution cases. If the researcher takes the same research object, it is highly recommended that he uses different analysis device from the one that is used in this research.

C. Recommendations

• To increase ICT development in UGM, especially in the development SI Financial UGM based on innovation. This needs to be increased because the innovation level discovered in the research is quite low. Innovation that can be conducted in developing SI Financial application is to integrate the whole process and to support users’ mobility. If it is possible one application can fulfil the needs of users in finishing their work. Moreover, the application is made as attractive as possible, so that the users are willing to use it and even competing to be the first application user. Application is developed by following trend and omitting rigid impression. Rigid impression shows that application should be formal, only in the data level and report format is also formal. To omit rigid impression, for example, is by adopting social networking or collaborating application with social networks that are already existing and trending nowadays. Moreover, there are many users are delighted to use these social networks.

• The development of ICT in UGM is better to consider discomfort factors of the users, such as user friendly that is easy to be learnt and used. It is better that the application has complete features that can fulfill the users’ needs. It also has attractive appearance that makes the users comfortable and delighted to use it. This development is collaborated with innovation factor. Furthermore, it follows the trend whenever possible. The innovation and trend that are mentioned here is for example the trend of social networking. Therefore, the application that is developed is able to adopt social network concept or to collaborate with the existing social network. Besides, to make it easier for the users to study, usage documentation should be made clearly and well structured.

• ICT service provider in giving services must be cooperative and friendly toward the users so that the users feel comfortable and free from anxiety feeling when having problems. The provider also must give quick attention and facility toward users when they ask technical help.

• ICT development in UGM must pay attention to the safety of the users included the safety of confidential data. Therefore, the users do not hesitate to use ICT services especially that are connected to confidential data. In the implementation, for example, with the authentication and authorization to access ICT sources (data, internet network and local) and the encryption implementation to protect confidentiality and data integrity and also adopt nonrepudiation concept.

• Socialization about ICT safety toward users of SI Financial Ditkeu UGM is included demonstration tips and tricks to manage ICT resources in the personal level.

• There should be training or mentoring continuity in the development process of ICT toward the users. Moreover, there should be proper documentation guidance for ICT usage.

• In the frame of supporting the development of integrated ICT, the rules of standardized included definition, data, business process and Operation Standart Procedure should be formulated.
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